The Tonight Show with Johnny Carson vs The Late Show
Starring Joan Rivers

"I just think (Joan Rivers) handled it badly ... I also think she was less than smart and didn't show much style."

Johnny Carson

"(Johnny Carson) can stay on another 24 years and support six more wives. And any time he wants to guest-host my show, he can."

Joan Rivers

"Funny thing about this 60-year-old icon (Carson): the only time he freshes up his act is when some upstart invades his turf."

Newsweek
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Students everywhere study to the music.
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RAISING THE DRINKING AGE

"Raising the drinking age will reduce fatalities among the younger drivers of this country."

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration official

"We need our highway money desperately. It was an easy matter to get us to go along with that blackmail."

West Virginia Gov. Arch Moore

"There is nothing worse than holding a party and having the police come to your house in the middle of the night to ask you to identify a body."

Dave Jennings
New York Jets punter
"I'm not president of anything. Everybody keeps trying to run me. And I wish you'd all stop it, because you're making my campaign staff nervous as hell."

Lee Iacocca

"(Iacocca) is perceived as a problem solver, a man who gets things done."

Paul Kirk
Democratic National Chairman

"I would tell everybody what to do and (Westheimer) would tell them how."

Lee Iacocca about TV sex expert Ruth Westheimer as a running mate.
Aha — the comforts of home.
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"We are the keepers of the flame of liberty."

Ronald Reagan

"If they tell you there is no room in the hotels, come anyway. We will find places to stay, even if we have to open the parks."

New York Mayor Edward Koch

"This is the best party I've been to. In America we like to go out to find a party; in the Soviet Union the party always finds you."

Soviet-born comedian Yakoy Smirnoff, who took the oath of American citizenship at the Statue of Liberty during the celebration.

"There's bound to be commercialization. After all, that's how some of the funds were raised 100 years ago."

Francois do Laboulage, descendent of French parliamentarian who proposed the Statue of Liberty
IRAN ARMS DEAL

"... The president's operatives sent $50 million to $100 million worth of weapons to Iran. They used the CIA to get around normal legal restrictions on arms exports, and they went to extraordinary lengths to keep the Joint Chiefs of Staff out of the picture."

Newsweek

"Much of the attention is focused on marine Lt. Col. Oliver North, the National Security Council staffer who handles many of the president's most sensitive jobs and was the project manager on the weapons deal."

Newsweek

"The fastest way for President Reagan to become a lame duck is for him to keep making excuses."

Senator Robert Byrd, Democratic leader speaking on Reagan's explanation of his arms sales to Iran
A literature class group study.
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A ROYAL WEDDING

"I don't think I'll ever get married. I can't imagine anyone wanting me."

Sarah Ferguson

"This is the wedding list of an 18th-century prince who never intends to get up and an old-fashioned bride who never expects to cook."

Mr. Harold Brooks-Baker
managing director of Burke's, London

Sarah Ferguson is "the first halfway decent girl Andrew ever got within kissing distance of."

London's Star
SOUTH AFRICA APARTHEID

"Our God doesn’t sit on a fence. Our God cares that people are being tortured in solitary cells. He cares that children are being killed in the streets."

Bishop Desmond Tutu

"We should not let the bullies and thugs of Pretoria (South Africa) intimidate the Senate of the United States."

Senator Edward Kennedy

"Afrikaners are afraid that if you share power with blacks it means a black takeover."

Chris Rencken
National Party rep. (South Africa)
Fitten resident absorbs calculus.
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My desk, my bureau, my everything.
AIDS VICTIMS

"I'm trying very hard to fight this, but I don't have many good days."
Retired Washington Redskins football player Jerry Smith

"I am unable to secure any experimental drugs that may, in fact, prolong my life."

"John Smith," an AIDS victim, testifying at a House subcommittee hearing on drug availability.

"Ryan's (White) an innocent victim. We all feel sorry for him. But no one with any communicable disease has any business being in school."

Dan Carter
Pres., Kokomo, IN school board
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IRAN ARMS DEAL

"Obsessed with freeing the five U.S. hostages in Lebanon, Reagan O.K.'d the spare-parts shipments despite long-standing administration ban on negotiations with terrorists or their backers."

U.S. News and World Report

"... bewildered reporters knew only that (Reagan) was not fully informed about his own secret arms dealings with Iran, that some sort of glitch had been found and that his national-security advisor had resigned (John Poindexter) and a big National Security Council aide (Oliver North) had been fired."

Newsweek
Beta Theta Pi brothers test out their Homecoming display.
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Oh, to be out playing tennis.
The Kremlin said Friday (Dec. 19, 1986) it has freed dissident Andrei Sakharov from internal exile and pardoned his wife.

Atlanta Journal-Constitution

"Sakharov, a physicist and the winner of the 1975 Nobel Peace Prize, was banished to Gorky in January 1980 after criticizing the Soviet military intervention in Afghanistan."

Atlanta Journal-Constitution

"They've been enduring life practically alone for seven years. It has been horrible for them."

Ruth Boner, Sakharov's mother-in-law
HANDS ACROSS AMERICA

"These days, charity often is less a private, individual matter than a fashionable feature of the social landscape."

U.S. News and World Report

"Ordinary people have the feeling that they are being part of something big, something that is getting massive attention, something they can tell their children or grandchildren about."

Keny Keen Allen
President of Volunteer

"If we just went door to door, do you really think we’d collect $50 million?"

Ken Kragen
Hands Across America
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Alpha Delta Pi's homecoming origination.
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"Well, for problem 15 I got..."
On May 27, Reagan "announced that unless the Soviets stop violating the accord the U.S. will exceed its limits later this year."

"It is a reality of today's world that it is senseless to seek greater security for oneself through new types of weapons."

Soviet Gen. Secy. Gorbachev

"There's a general feeling in Europe that we're (USA) not acting in good faith to bring about a successful conclusion to arms-control talks with the Soviet Union and that we are inclined to reject of circumvent those already negotiated."

U.S. News and World Report
PHILIPPINES MARCOS IN EXILE

"Many of these documents were obtained by illegal search and seizure. Some documents apparently were planted in the palace. Some were possibly forged. Some were documents I'd never seen before in my whole life."

Marcos about documents Aquino regime says prove he absconded with millions of dollars

"If I reach the point where the people say I am an unwanted dictator, you won't need for me to bug off. I'll swim to the United States."

President Ferdinand Marcos, after the (Philippine) National Assembly revealed that he had been re-elected.
It's easier to carry than to tricycle.
Back-aching work for Jeff Beck and Ed Young.
TWA FLIGHT 840: ROME-ATHENS

"A terrorist's bomb, tucked under seat 10F of the Boeing 727, exploded. A Conn. man and a Maryland family — a woman, her daughter, and baby granddaughter — were sucked through a 4-foot hole, their bodies found 15,000 feet below."

U.S. News and World Report

"This is an act of terrorism against a civilian target and I am totally against this."

Moammar Gadhafi

"Americans traveling abroad would be right to assume that in general they are at risk."

FBI Director, William Webster
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RAISING 55-MPH SPEED LIMIT

"Yesterday, (55-mph speed law) was praised for saving lives and fuel. Today, it's cursed by many as time consuming and boring."

U.S. News and World Report

"What people say with their voice and how they vote with their gas pedal are two different things."

Dwight Helmick, asst. police chief in Sacramento, Calif.

"The interstates are among the safest types of roads, and it makes sense when you look at the statistics. The 55-mph law is not being obeyed or enforced."

Senator Exon, (D-Neb.)
What classes does the catalog say I need next quarter?
Another Panhellenic meeting working for unity.
ILLEGAL DRUG USAGE

Some efforts in the 1970s "actually increased drug use by telling students what they could take and how much."

David Musto
Yale Univ. School of Medicine

"The time has come to give notice that individual drug use is threatening the health and safety of all our citizens."

Ronald Reagan

"You were the source of the poison."

Judge David Horowitz, as he sentenced Cathy Smith for her part in the drug death of actor John Belushi.
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Tip O'Neill's retirement and Jim Wright's succession

At 73, Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr. retires after 34 years in Congress. His successor is Majority Leader Jim Wright of Texas.

"Some think he'll (Wright) make Tip look like a saint."

GOP House Whip, Trent Lott

"I suppose I'm the last of an old style. I'm a caricature of an old, fat, behind-the-scenes politician, which I probably have been."

Tip O'Neill

"As long as (Wright) keeps his temper, he'll be great."

Tip O'Neill
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Rick Strom throws to his wide receiver.
A little Buzz enjoys the Homecoming Parade.
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JAN KEMP LAWSUIT

"University of Georgia administrators violated (Jan Kemp's) constitutional rights by firing her from her teaching job because she objected vocally to the school's preferential treatment of athletes."

Atlanta Weekly

"We may not make a university student out of (an athlete), but if we can teach him to read and write, maybe he can work at the post office rather than as a garbage man when he gets through with his athletic career."

UGA's defense attorney, Hale Almand
"A terrible price was paid. The legacy was a spacecraft that was extraordinarily safe. This has to be the same now."

Joseph Allen,  
Former space shuttle flier

"Advances in technology are always 3 steps forward and one step back. This was a big step back, but it’s not the end."

David Scott, who flew to the moon in 1971.

"I personally feel it may be late 1987 or 1988."

Henry Hartsfield,  
safety officer of NASA’s astronaut corps, on when shuttle launches may resume.
Everything has its own space in a Glenn room.
Mike Hearn relaxes in his Harrison room.
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MANDATORY DRUG TESTING

"In the unique world of professional sports, you give up some rights of privacy to participate."

Commissioner Pete Rozelle, announcing a drug-testing program for NFL athletes.

"An era of chemical McCarthyism is at hand, and 'guilty until proven innocent' is the new slogan."

Dr. George Lundberg, editor, Journal of the American Medical Association

"A degrading procedure that so detracts from human dignity and self-respect that it shocks the conscience and offends this court's sense of justice."

US District Judge R. Collins
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Clemens Saur digs for some mail from Germany.
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"With each $1 drop per barrel, the state loses an estimated 25,000 jobs and $100 million in revenue."

*U.S. News and World Report*

"This is not just a local problem. Oil is a key national industry, and it is more important to the overall economy than the auto industry."

Bernard Weinstein, director of the Center for Enterprising at Southern Methodist University
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Thank goodness moonpie contests come only once a year.
TAXPAYERS

"I'd be happy with lower rates as opposed to keeping all the deductions."
Doug Shinnick
Chicago drugstore owner

"It's important that corporate decisions be made on market factors. Now a lot of them seem driven by taxes, like the corporate buyouts."
Dick Allen
gourmet fast-food restaurant owner in San Francisco.

"Something must be done to reduce the deficit. It's a mess."
Peter Psyhogios
sales-accounting manager for Coca-Cola USA
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A Phi Kappa Tau brother competes in Greek Week activities.

SENIORS
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THE FLIGHT OF VOYAGER

"If people hadn't died to do significant things, we'd still be looking over the rumps of oxen trying to get from New York to California."

Dick Rutan, copilot of the Voyager

Voyager: "a plane light and strong enough to take off with 3.6 times its own weight in fuel."

U.S. News and World Report

"The journey of 25,012 miles set records for distance flown without refueling and for endurance by aviators on such a flight."

Atlanta Journal-Constiution